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Forthcoming
Fiction

FICTION
=

Why do
Horses Run
Cameron
Stewart
For fans of Cormac McCarthy and E.Annie
Proulx, a lone wanderer unable to face his past
finds his voice and salvation in a remote valley.
Following the death of his daughter, Ingvar wanders the
country for three years, unwilling or unable to speak.
Eventually he enters a remote valley, where recently
bereaved Hilda grudgingly allows him to sleep in the
banana shed at the bottom of her property. Ingvar stays,
silently insistent on working for the roof over his head
and Hilda’s offerings from the farm. As they come to
a fragile détente, Ingvar and Hilda grapple with the
haunting impact of their pasts and the voices of dead
loved ones.

PUB DATE: 2024
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Reminiscent of Cormac McCarthy and Annie Proulx’s
unforgettable loner characters moving through tough,
unforgiving environments, at its heart Ingvar’s story is
about the redemptive power of kindness and community.

CAMERON STEWART is a former actor and construction worker. His short fiction has appeared
in Island Magazine, Subtropics, The London Magazine, Bristol Short Story Prize Anthology and the UTS
Writers’ Anthology: Infinite Threads. He lives in Sydney.

FICTION
=

Green
Dot
Madeline
Gray
The subject of heated auctions in the US, UK and
Germany, a dark and wickedly funny modern tale told
by an irresistibly shameless narrator
At 24, Hera thought she would be doing something
extraordinary. Once the cleverest of all her classmates,
somehow she has ended up living at home with her dad,
without a job or a plan.
After some hilariously disastrous interviews, Hera
figures out how to appear to be who people want her to
be and is hired as a comment moderator of social media
at a news publication. A master of manipulation, she
deals easily with petty office politics, a ridiculous boss
and a pointless job until she falls for an older
married man.

PUB DATE: October 2023
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: UK
(Hachette/ Weidenfeld &
Nicolson); North America
(Macmillan/ Henry Holt);
Germany (Hoffmann Und
Campe); Film & TV (under
offer)

Green Dot refers to the social media ‘online’ dot but
also to green light in The Great Gatsby ‘waiting
for something that promises nothing’. But this
devastatingly brilliant debut delivers on everything,
including a narrator you would not dare forget.
MADELEINE GRAY is a bookseller, writer and critic from Sydney. She was a ﬁnalist for the Walkley
Pascall Prize for Arts Criticism and a recipient of a Sydney Review of Books Emerging Critics Fellowship.
She has a Master’s in English Literature from the University of Oxford and is a doctoral candidate at the
University of Manchester.

FICTION
=

Vincent
and Sien
Silvia Kwon

A deeply moving and evocative portrait of Van Gogh and
the enigmatic woman who loved and inspired him
The year is 1882. The city, The Hague.
One winter evening, a bourgeois artist rescues a pregnant
prostitute from the streets. The artist is Vincent Van Gogh.
Theirs is a love story both common and extraordinary. For
the artist is now one of the world’s most beloved. But in
this story, he is an unknown, struggling with his vocation,
struggling to make ends meet but, most importantly,
struggling with his manhood.

PUB DATE:
September 2023
PUBLISHER: Pan Macmillan
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Van Gogh used Sien Hoornik as a model for his work and
later took Sien and her daughter into his home. Sien was
the only person with whom Van Gogh is known to have
shared an intimate life.
Sien tells their story. Through her lens we gain a
deeply intimate encounter with Van Gogh and the
woman who inspired him.

SILVIA KWON is the author of The Return and her short fiction has appeared in Kill Your Darlings.
Her non fiction has appeared in The Age, Sydney Morning Herald and The West Australian.
She lives in Melbourne.

FICTION

Once a
Stranger
Zoya Patel
A moving and thought provoking story about the
meaning of family and cultural identity from a
stunning new talent
Miles away from her, Ayat’s mother is dying. But years of
estrangement have fractured their once-strong bond, forged out
of tragedy and distance from their home country of India.
Now Ayat is faced with a choice – leave her new home with
the man who caused her family to reject her, for the chance
of repairing her relationship with them before it’s too late; or
relinquish her last chance to see her mother alive and, with it,
her remaining ties to her Indian heritage.

PUB DATE: March 2023
PUBLISHER: Hachette
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:
Left Bank Literary (Grace
Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Set between Australia and India, Once A Stranger is a moving
story that explores the meaning of family, identity and the
diaspora, and questions whether our shared humanity can
transcend the battlelines of cultural identity.

ZOYA PATEL is the author of the memoir No Country Woman. She is the Founding Editor of
independent feminist journal, Feminartsy, and has had her work published in a range of publications
including Junkee, Women’s Agenda, i-D.co, Right Now and The Canberra Times.

FICTION
=

One
Illumined
Thread
Sally
Colin-James
For fans of Geraldine Brooks and Pip Williams, three
women separated by centuries must unravel the thread
that connects them to fulfill their dreams

PUB DATE: March 2023

In Herrod’s Judea, a woman who yearns to be a mother
is outcast when she cannot bear a child. Against all
convention, she takes up the art of glassblowing. A young
woman in Renaissance Florence left penniless by her
feckless husband must find a way to support herself and
her son. In contemporary Australia, a textile conservator
overwhelmed by grief struggles to make a fresh start.

PRIMARY AGENT:
Margaret Connolly &
Associates

PUBLISHER: HarperCollins
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

These three women each want something that seems
unattainable - and know it will take all their courage,
creativity and determination to achieve it. What they don’t
know is that they need each other.
Though separated by two thousand years, each woman’s
journey is to abandon all she thought that she knew, and to
find the bright thread that connects the past to the present.

SALLY COLIN-JAMES left a successful corporate career to write. Her novel, One Illumined Thread,
won the 2020 HNSA Colleen McCullough Residency Award, Varuna PIP Fellowship Award, Byron Bay
Writers Festival Mentorship Award and a placement in the Australian Writers Mentoring program.
It was also shortlisted for the international 2021 First Pages Prize.

FICTION
=

A Year in
Umbria
Jenna
Lo Bianco
Under the Tuscan Sun meets The Flat Share when two
strangers agree to fake a marriage to claim a family
inheritance in Italy
To secure the future of his family estate in Italy, workaholic
Matthew D’Adamo needs a wife. A 15th century
inheritance clause states that heir to the D’Adamo family
trust must be youngest, legal-aged, married male.

PUB DATE:TBC 2023
PUBLISHER: Pan Macmillan
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta
di Mase Management
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Enter free-spirited Sara Browne. With an iron-clad
pre-nuptial agreement as contracted ‘wife’ to a man
she has never met, Sara agrees to move to
Florence and help Matthew claim his legacy.
On arrival, their simple plan falls apart with the appearance
of a long-lost married cousin, Luca, and a counter-offer by
the D’Adamo Board. Both couples have twelve months to
renovate two crumbling rural properties and each
open a hotel. Winner takes all.
Matthew and Sara will have to become partners in more
ways than one. And who said anything about love?

JENNA LO BIANCO is a writer, educator and PhD Candidate. She writes contemporary love
stories set in Italy that draw upon her intimate knowledge of the language and culture.
A Year in Umbria will be followed by All’s Fair in Love and Rome. She lives in Melbourne.

FICTION
=

When One
of Us Hurts
Monica Vuu
The Birds meets Twin Peaks in a dark and twisted tale set
in a remote coastal town where strangers are not welcome
Port Brighton was full of white-hatted people.
They did their charity drives and their small acts of kindness,
but their insides were black as tar.
Every resident of Port Brighton learns from childhood that
‘when one of us hurts, we all hurt’. So local ranks close fast
when a reporter arrives to investigate the death of a baby
left at the foot of the lighthouse the same wild night a
drunken teenager apparently threw himself off the cliffs and
drowned in the storming winter sea.

PUB DATE: TBC 2023
PUBLISHER: Pan Macmillan
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jenny
Darling & Associates
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation (excl
Germany)

The local constable has declared it a straightforward
murder-suicide. But the mother of the baby is not
convinced. And the teenager’s best friend has
his own suspicions.
Two narrators offer up their sides of the story.
But which one is telling the truth?
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FICTION
=

The Woman
Who Knew
too Little
Olivia
Wearne

A wryly funny, sharply observed story about the
mysterious Somerton Man, and a woman determined
to defy everyone’s expectations
December, 1948. Officer Kitty Wheeler is a member of
the Women Police, responsible for ‘upholding the moral
virtue’ of Adelaide’s unruly and amorous citizens. Patrolling
Somerton Beach one night, Kitty and her partner spot a
man leaning against the sea wall, apparently drunk. It’s late,
they’re tired, and they leave him to sleep it off ...

PUB DATE: February 2023
PUBLISHER: HarperCollins
(HQ)
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:
Sarah McKenzie Literary
Management
PAGE EXTENT: 352pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

It turns out the man was dead, identity unknown, and Kitty
has missed a career-making opportunity. In the following
months, the case of the Somerton Man grips Australia as
bizarre clues point towards international espionage, Eastern
mysticism or salacious scandal. Kitty is determined to join
the investigation and help solve the case. Meanwhile, she
must decide whether she wants husband and family, or a
career – in 1940s Australia, she can’t have both.

OLIVIA WEARNE is a screenwriter and novelist based in Ballarat. She is the author of The Grand Tour
and was awarded the Film Victoria First Feature Writer’s Fund for her screenplay Crater Lake. Her short
films have been screened at major festivals and she has two feature-length screenplays in production.

FICTION

Untitled
New Novel
Rachel
Givney
From the internationally bestselling author of Jane in Love,
un unsettling tale that explores how fear can
make monsters of us all.
When women start disappearing from a seaside town, rumours
spread that it is the work of Spring Heel Jack, a local bogeyman
from an old children’s rhyme.
When the laconic local detective investigates, he asks a young
nun to assure the locals the tale is fiction. He expects the nun –
a former girlfriend of intelligence and rationality – to agree that
it’s an urban legend. But she believes Spring Heel Jack is real,
and will keep taking women until they stop him.

PUB DATE: TBC
PUBLISHER: TBC
FORMAT: TBC
PRIMARY AGENT:
Cameron’s Management
PAGE EXTENT: TBC
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: (Previous
title Jane in Love): North
America, Italy Romania,
Poland, Russia, Turkey,
Hungary, Indonesia, Korea,
Brazil

Then when the detective’s own wife is taken, he is forced to
reconsider. And the young nun must accept her involvement in
a long-past death to help.
A gripping exploration of faith, the search for life’s meaning,
and believing in the monster under the bed.

RACHEL GIVNEY is a writer and filmmaker whose debut novel, Jane in Love, was an international
bestseller Booklist hailed as ‘outstanding’. Film rights have been optioned by Amazon Studios and DiNovi
Pictures, producers of Little Women. Her second novel, Secrets My Father Kept, was also critically acclaimed.
Rachel has worked on many of Australia’s most beloved shows, including McLeod’s Daughters.

FICTION
=

Seven
Sisters
Katherine
Kovacic
Men get away with murder all the time. Now it’s our turn ...
Patricia Highsmith meets Dexter in a dark and twisted tale
Mia’s grief counselling practice, The Pleiades, is named for the
seven sisters from Greek mythology who were the companions
of the Goddess of the Hunt - and in some stories die of grief
or are killed to be saved from attackers.
When Mia suggests her new client Naomi joins a support
group, she is sceptical: how could she begin to describe to a
room full of strangers what it felt like to lose her sister, Jo?
Share her loss and rage, her helplessness that Jo’s killer walks
free on a suspended sentence? And how could she share her
deepest desire to see her sister’s killer dead by her hand?

PUB DATE: January 2023
PUBLISHER:
HarperCollins Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:
Left Bank Literary (Grace
Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

But Naomi discovers that her experiences are shared.
Under the guidance of Mia, a plan begins to take shape.
I’ll kill yours if you kill mine ...

KATHERINE KOVACIC is the author of The Portrait of Molly Dean, which was shortlisted for the Ned
Kelly award for best first fiction, Painting in the Shadows, The Shifting Landscape and
The Schoolgirl Strangler. She lives in Melbourne.

FICTION

The Tilt
Chris Hammer

A cracking new thriller from the bestselling author of
Scrublands and Treasure and Dirt hits the ground
running and never lets up …
A man runs for his life in a forest.
A woman plans sabotage.
A body is unearthed.
Newly-minted homicide detective Nell Buchanan returns
to her hometown, annoyed at being assigned a decades-old
murder. But this is no ordinary cold case and the discovery
of more bodies triggers a chain of escalating events.

PUB DATE: October 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 496pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: United
Kingdom (Headline/Wildfire)

As Nell starts to join the pieces together, she begins to
question how well she truly knows those closest to her.
Could her own family be implicated in the crimes?

‘Chris Hammer is a great writer ...
a leader in Australian noir’
Michael Connelly

The nearer Nell comes to uncovering the secrets of the past,
the more dangerous the present becomes for her.

‘A rich, complex thriller, packed
with detail and intrigue. There’s a
reason this guy is on my auto-read
list!’ Christian White

CHRIS HAMMER is a bestselling crime author. His first book, Scrublands, was an instant bestseller
that sold around the world and is being developed for television. Silver, Trust, Treasure & Dirt were also
bestsellers and were all shortlisted for major literary prizes. Before turning to fiction,
Chris was a journalist for more than thirty years

FICTION

Fire
With Fire
Candice Fox
The addictive new thriller from the No. 1 New York
Times bestselling writer of the Crimson Lake,
Hades and Harry Blue series.
A pair of desperate parents.
A man on the run. A rookie cop.
Four people with everything on the line.
Following their daughter’s disappearance, Ryan and Elsie
Delaney have taken the LAPD forensic lab hostage with an
ultimatum to police: find their daughter, Tilly, or they will
destroy all the evidence to other cold cases.
Detective Charlie Hoskins has been undercover in a deadly
motorcycle gang for five years. With his cover blown, he has
no choice but to find Tilly himself, or lose everything he’s
worked for.
Lynette Lamb was a police officer—until yesterday, when
she was fired before her first beat. Figuring out what
happened to Tilly is her one and only chance at rejoining
the career she’s prepared her whole life for.

PUB DATE: March 2023
PUBLISHER: Penguin
Random House Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 480pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: North
America (Macmillan Tor/
Forge)

‘A non-stop, gripping thriller
from a bright new star in
crime fiction’
James Patterson

CANDICE FOX is the bestselling and award-winning author of nine novels. Her most recent bestseller,
The Chase, was awarded The Ned Kelly Award. Candice has been collaborating with James Patterson since
2015. Their novels include Never Never, a bestseller in Australia that went straight to No.1 on the New
York Times bestseller list. Their subsequent novels have been bestsellers around the world.

FICTION
=

Killer
Traitor Spy
Tim Ayliffe

Like Michael Connelly’s Bosch, John Bailey will risk
everything to get to the truth. The latest cracking thriller
in a series being adapted for the screen.

PUB DATE: March 2023

For decades a former KGB agent who sold secrets to the
CIA has flown under the radar in Sydney. Until a young
prostitute is found in his hotel room dying from poison.

PRIMARY AGENT:
Cameron’s Management
(Jeanne Ryckmans)

Dmitri Lebedev is desperate to make a deal to stay alive
and contacts his former CIA case officer Ronnie Johnson
with an offer to expose a traitor inside the government,
threatening a key intelligence partnership with the US.
Journalist John Bailey has spent decades risking his life to
break news stories. Along the way he’s made interesting
friends, including Ronnie, who saved his life in Afghanistan
– and Scarlett Merriman, whose night with Lebedev
has left her in a coma.
When Ronnie is framed for murder, the two old
friends must combine forces to outwit their
most deadly adversary yet.

PUBLISHER: Simon &
Schuster
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

Praise for The Enemy Within:
‘A cracking read that blurs the line
between fact and fiction. More
please.’ Michael Robotham

TIM AYLIFFE has been a journalist for more than 20 years and is Managing Editor of Television for
ABC News. Previously he worked in London for British Sky News. He is the author of three books
featuring former foreign correspondent John Bailey, The Greater Good, State of Fear and
The Enemy Within, which are being adapted for the screen.

FICTION

The
Death of
John Lacey
Ben Hobson
In the tradition of Peter Carey’s True History of the Kelly
Gang, a powerful story about the true meaning
of justice and mercy.
John Lacey lusts for power and knows that gold can bring
him riches and influence beyond his wildest dreams. Only he
knows the terrible crime he committed to attain that wealth.
Years later, as Lacey ruthlessly presides over the town he
built and named after himself, no one has the courage to
question his power or how he wields it.

PUB DATE: Feb 2023
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Brothers Ernst and Joe Montague are on the run from the
law. They land in Lacey’s town and commit desperate crimes
to avoid capture. Lacey vows retribution and galvanises the
townfolk to hunt them down. But not everyone is blind to
Lacey’s evil, and a reckoning is approaching.
A visceral, powerful dissection of dispossession and
colonisation, and the crimes committed in its name,
The Death of John Lacey is also a moving and tender portrait
of the love between brothers and a meditation on the
true meaning of mercy and justice.
BEN HOBSON is the author of To Become a Whale and Snake Island.

FICTION

A Land of
Riches and
Beauty
Lenny Bartulin
An unexpected inheritance exposes a long hidden crime
and an unspeakable tragedy in the wilds of
Tasmania, the land of riches and beauty
After an unexpected inheritance from a barely remembered
friend of his father’s, Tim Pilar begins to question his
family’s migrant past.

PUB DATE: August 2023
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Slavko Cicak has left Tom everything - all his money and
a house in Queenstown on Tasmania’s wild west coast.
There he meets Antonia Kovacs, whose own family history
seems to intersect with Tom’s. They must each confront a
tide of unravelling stories and a fifty-year-old tragedy that
continues to resonate.
A Land of Riches and Beauty is, in essence, a mystery -an
investigation into a murder, but also into the validity of our
unreliable memories. And it’s about the past, and how it
lingers, unresolved, forever creeping into the present.

LENNY BARTULIN is the author of Infamy and Fortune. Infamy was longlisted for the Tasmanian
Premier’s Literary Awards, the Tasmania Book Prize and the Margaret Scott Prize. The second novel in
his Sydney Noir Trilogy, The Black Russian, was shortlisted in the Ned Kelly Awards for Best Novel.

FICTION
=

The
Other Side
of Her
B.M. Carroll
A riveting psychological thriller from the bestselling
author of The Missing Pieces of Sophie McCarthy

PUB DATE:May 2023

When the police re-open the case of a missing English
au pair because of a number of ‘inconsistencies’, Sydney
couple Mia and Ryan are confused. The facts should be
straightforward – after all, they wrote the narrative.

PRIMARY AGENT:
Sarah McKenzie Literary
Management

Meanwhile, single mum Beth is spooked by a recent
break-in and the attempted theft of her car. She fears her
abusive ex is back to torment her. But what if the real
perpetrator has something even more sinister in mind?
Exploring themes of family, abusive relationships and
culpability, The Other Side of Her exposes the desperate
lengths to which some people will go to keep
the truth buried.

PUBLISHER: Affirm Press
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

Praise for The Missing Pieces
of Sophie McCarthy
‘Intriguing, compelling.
Impossible to put down.’
Liane Moriarty,
Nine Perfect Strangers

B.M. CARROLL also known as Ber Carroll, was born in Blarney, Ireland, and spent her early career
working in finance. She is the author of ten novels. Her most recent novels include The Missing Pieces of
Sophie McCarthy, Who We Were and You Had It Coming. She lives in Sydney.

FICTION

How to
Kill a Client
Joanna Jenkins

John Grisham meets Big Little Lies in a gutsy debut that
exposes the dark underbelly of Big Law

PUB DATE: February 2023
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin

Gavin’s a prick. Now he’s dead.

PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)

Gavin Jones, a leading law firm’s biggest client, has been
poisoned. Ruth must find out whether her firm had
anything to do with it. Was it Viv, the young partner who
was about to lose her job because of Gavin’s open contempt
for her? Was it Anne, Gavin’s abused wife? Ruth is in a race
against the police to uncover the truth so that she
can save Viv and her firm.

FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Told from multiple points of view, this is a marriage
of female insight resonant of Big Little Lies and a
Grisham-like law firm mystery, unveiling misogyny
and bullying along with murder.
The author practised as a solicitor in Big Law, including
many years as a partner for an international law firm.

JOANNA JENKINS is a lawyer and former partner at a Big Law firm. She now volunteers in refugee
advocacy and sits on the Council of The Women’s College, University of Queensland.

FICTION

Four Dogs
Missing
Rhys Gard
Debut crime novel set in a sinister world of poisoned
wines, stolen art – and murder
Oliver Wingfield and his cult wine label, Four Dogs
Missing, polarises his local wine region. On the day that
Oliver wins an award for his wines, his estranged twin
brother, Theo, shows up at his home. Once close, the
brothers haven’t spoken since Theo left to travel the world
almost 20 years earlier… and since their father was sent to
jail for the murder of their mother, a renowned artist.

PUB DATE: August 2023
PUBLISHER: Echo
Publishing
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

When Oliver finds Theo poisoned in his home, he can’t
shake the feeling that the murderer was after him.
When two others close to Oliver are found dead,
he becomes the prime suspect.
Inexorably pulled into a sinister world of poisoned wines
and stolen art, Oliver knows he must confront his damaged
past before someone else he loves is found dead.

RHYS GARD has written for several media organisations and curates content for various Australian
companies including Qantas and a range of wine merchants. He is also a trained chef.

FICTION

The
Visitors
Jane Harrison
A bold and deeply moving reimagining of first
contact between Indigenous people and Europeans
in Australia, based on a sellout play

PUB DATE: 2023

In adapting her sellout play, Muruwari playwright Jane
Harrison turns her attention to that pivotal moment
when the First Fleet dropped anchor in Australia.

PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta
di Mase Management

Seven Aboriginal men, elder statesmen representing the
tribes from around Sydney, gather at Warrane or Sydney
Cove to discuss their response to The Visitors as the tall
ships enter the harbour. Do they bid welcome,
or do they take a stance?

PUBLISHER: Pan Macmillan
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: TBC
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

A strange sight greets those gathered on the shore.
Ships of a type and size never seen before. Where are they
from? Who and what do they carry?
Should they be wary?
The Visitors is a powerful, imaginative response to
colonisation.

JANE HARRISON is descended from the Muruwari people and is an award-winning playwright, author
and festival director. Her novel Becoming Kirrali Lewis won the Black & Write! Prize and was shortlisted
for the Prime Minister’s Literary Award and the Victorian Premier’s Award.

FICTION
=

Get
Your Story
Straight
Briar Rolfe
Get Your Story Straight is a graphic novel following
Henry, a 19-year-old trans man who is out to everyone
except his conservative Christian parents.

PUB DATE: September 2024

When Henry realises his best shot at accessing top surgery
is by faking an engagement to his friend Cooper, he learns
it isn’t easy to plan a wedding, even a fake one. His mother
wants to control everything, and his father is convinced
that nonbinary Cooper is a closeted gay man, and Henry
might be developing feelings for his fake fiancé.

PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta di
Mase Management

PUBLISHER: Hachette
Australia
FORMAT: Graphic Novel

PAGE EXTENT: TBC
RIGHTS HELD: North America,
Translation, Film/TV

Is the cost of staying closeted worth the pain of coming
out? What does a fake wedding mean if you’re not allowed
to have a real one?

BRIAR ROLFE is a non-binary illustrator, comic artist and graphic designer who was shortlisted for a
Ledger Award in 2017, and highly commended by the Kat Muscat Fellowship in 2020. Briar has spent
the last five years of their practice involved in the Melbourne indie comics scene, where they have built a
large body of work focusing on genrebending and format-pushing comedy stories.

FICTION
=

Roommate
Arrangement
Saxon James
The first title in a new series from a bestselling Indie author
Payne: There’s nothing sadder than moving back to my
hometown newly divorced and homeless.
When my brother’s best friend offers me a place to stay,
I swallow my pride and jump at the offer.
I need this. I also need Beau to wear a shirt. And ditch the
gray sweatpants. And not leave his door ajar when he’s in
compromising positions ...

PUB DATE: January 2022,
June 2022 & November
2022
PUBLISHER: May Books
(Indie Publishing)
FORMAT: Digital
PAGE EXTENT: 287pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation
(excl Germany and France)
RIGHTS SOLD:

Beau: I’m naturally chaotic, make terrible decisions, and scare
off potential dates with my ‘weirdness’.
When Payne gets back into town, I offer him my spare room
with one condition: while he’s staying with me, I need him to
help me become date-able.
And while he does that, I can focus on my other plan:
ignoring that Payne is the only man I’ve ever wanted to date.

ROOMMATE
ARRANGEMENT is the
first book in the DIVORCED
MEN’S CLUB series.

SAXON JAMES is the author of over twenty bestselling contemporary romance titles.
She lives in Australia with her husband, children, and fur baby. Saxon’s titles were nominated across
categories in the Goodreads MM Romance Member’s Choice Awards and won in several categories,
including All-Time Favorite MM Series. https://saxonjamesauthor.com

Recently
Published
Fiction

FICTION
=

The
Brothers
S.D. Hinton

An isolated house. A mysterious note. Someone is watching ...
An absorbing, atmospheric mystery about families, secrets and
the bonds of brotherhood set on the Victorian south coast..

Welcome home, Jake ...
When Special Forces veteran Jake Harlow returns to the
hamlet of Lorne on the Victorian south-west coast for his
younger brother Tom’s funeral, he finds a sinister series of
notes that suggest Tom’s death was no accident.
With Tom’s best friend Stocky, and ex-girlfriend Lucy,
Jake starts to dig into secrets old and new. Who might be
targeting the Harlow family, and why?
As they get closer to the truth, the danger becomes very real.
But can Jake, burdened by scars both physical and mental,
still protect anyone - including himself ?
An absorbing, atmospheric mystery about families, hidden
truths and the bonds of brotherhood.

PUB DATE: August 2022
PUBLISHER: HarperCollins
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:
Sarah McKenzie Literary
Management
PAGE EXTENT: 400pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

‘A masterclass in menacing
tension... Atmospheric and
moody, the novel chills with
its subtle allusions to an
unknown enemy that is too
close for comfort. Perfect for
readers of Garry Disher, Chris
Hammer and Jane Harper.’
Books and Publishing

Born in Melbourne, S. D. HINTON worked as an anaesthetic nurse within the public health system
before moving into health education. She has travelled extensively and unconventionally and spent a year
living in a loft apartment in Istanbul writing and learning Turkish. She now lives in Western Victoria and
writes full time, having overcome a lifetime struggle with dyslexia.

FICTION
=

Every
Version
of You
Grace Chan
Never Let Me Go meets Black Mirror, with a dash of
Murakami’s surrealism – this is speculative
literary fiction at its best.
In late twenty-first century Australia, Tao-Yi and
her partner Navin spend most of their time inside
a hyper-immersive, hyperconsumerist virtual reality
called Gaia. They log on, go to work, socialise, and
even eat in this digital utopia. Meanwhile their
aging bodies lie suspended in pods inside cramped
apartments. Across the city, in the abandoned ‘real’
world, Tao-Yi’s mother remains stubbornly offline,
preferring instead to indulge in memories of her life
in Malaysia.
When a new technology is developed to permanently
upload a human brain to Gaia, Tao-Yi must decide
what is most important: a digital future, or an
authentic past.

PUB DATE: July 2022
PUBLISHER: Affirm Press
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta
di Mase Management
PAGE EXTENT: 280pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation,
Film/TV

‘The haunting images followed me
long after I turned the final page...
Grace Chan is a vivid, insightful
storyteller’ Elizabeth Tan, author of
Smart Ovens for Lonely People
‘This book asks some very difficult
and prevalent questions about the
limits and edges of technology, the
self, identity, relationships, personal
history, and mortality, all in the
context of the virtual versus the real.’
Jemimah Brewster, Arts Hub

GRACE CHAN is an Aurealis and Norma K Hemming Award-nominated speculative fiction writer.
Her short fiction can be found in Clarkesworld, Lightspeed, Fireside, Aurealis. Dr Grace Chan is
Malaysian Chinese Australian and lives in Melbourne, where she is a consultant psychiatrist with special
interests in psychotherapy, digital healthtech, and writing.

FICTION

Dirt Town
Hayley
Scrivenor
Bestselling debut crime title published to rave reviews,
including a Starred review in Publishers Weekly.
Rights sold in five territories to date.
Esther never makes it home.
Ronnie’s going to find her, she has a plan. Their friend
Lewis will help. But Lewis can’t reveal what he saw that
afternoon at the creek without exposing his own secret.

PUB DATE: April 2022
PUBLISHER: Pan Macmillan
Australia,
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:
Left Bank Literary (Grace
Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation

Detective Sergeant Sarah Michaels knows more than
anyone how, in a moment of weakness, a person can be
driven to do something they never thought possible.

RIGHTS SOLD: North
America (Macmillan/
Flatiron), United Kingdom
(Pan Macmillan), Germany

Five days later, Esther’s buried body is discovered.

(Eichborn), Brazil (Rocco),
Lithuania (Baltos lankos);
Film/TV (Aquarius Films).

Character-rich and propulsive, Dirt Town delves under the
surface, where no one can hide. With emotional depth and
sensitivity, this stunning debut shows us how much each
person matters in a community that is at once falling
apart and coming together.

‘Blends a taut psychological
thriller with a suspenseful police
procedural…Fans of Liane
Moriarty and Jane Harper won’t
want to miss this page-turner.’
Publishers Weekly, starred review

HAYLEY SCRIVENOR is a writer, teacher and former Director of Wollongong Writers Festival.
She was a recipient of the 2019 Ray Koppe Fellowship for Young Writers at Varuna and was awarded
the 2020 Kill Your Darlings Unpublished Manuscript Award for Things We Thought Would Burn.

FICTION

Home and
Other Hiding

Places
Jack Ellis
A clear-eyed, big-hearted work of literary fiction, Home
and Other Hiding Places is a stunning portrait of a boy
navigating the world of adult secrets
When eight-year-old Fin and his mum Lindy travel to spend
Christmas with his Gran in Sydney, Fin assumes they’ll return
to their isolated country property – the only home
he’s ever known.
But he soon discovers that this large and crumbling riverside
house, surrounded by bush and unwelcoming
neighbours, is his home now.
As Lindy’s fragile emotions fracture under the weight of
Gran’s disapproval and the pressure of old memories, Fin
holds onto a tenderness of spirit and the simple clarity he has
learnt from his isolation on the farm.
But as the life he has known crumbles around him, Fin learns
that no-one is coming to his rescue, and he sets off on a
journey to find his way home.

jack ellis
PUB DATE: February 2022
PUBLISHER: Ultimo Press
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘It is a special kind of novelist who
can write about young characters
yet still engage the adult reader. It’s
also a special book that can handle
the burden of what cover quotes are
fond of labelling ‘warmhearted’ or
‘big-hearted’ fiction. To me, such
descriptions usually mean the kiss
of death for credibility, but warmheartedness is exactly what Home
and Other Hiding Places delivers,
without lapsing into sentimentality.’
Australian Book Review

JACK ELLIS is a writer and musician. His first novel, The Best Feeling of All, was published by Arcadia in
2014. He later studied dispute resolution and law and worked as a Family Mediator. This work has given
him an insight into the complexities of family relationships which has helped to shape his recent writing.

FICTION

With
Love from
Wish & Co
Minnie Darke
From the author of the international bestsellers Star Crossed
and The Lost Love Song comes a captivating novel about a young
woman whose one little mix up sets off an unexpected chain of
events, with repercussions for her business . . . and her love life.
With Love from Wish & Co is a heart warming novel about what
we are prepared to give, and give up, in the name of love.
One little mix up. That’s all it took . . .
Marnie Fairchild is the brains and talent behind Wish & Co, a
boutique store that offers a bespoke gift buying service to wealthy
clients with complicated lives. Brian Charlesworth is Marnie’s
most prized customer, and today she’s wrapping the perfect
anniversary gift for his wife, Suzanne . . . and a birthday present
for his mistress, Leona. What could possibly go wrong? For years,
Marnie’s had her heart set on moving Wish & Co to the historic
shopfront once owned by her grandfather. When the chance to
bid for the property unexpectedly arises, Marnie distracted makes
an uncharacteristic mistake.

PUB DATE: August 2022
PUBLISHER: Penguin
Random House Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 416pp
RIGHTS HELD: World (Excl
NA and ANZ), Translation,
Film/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: North
America (Penguin Random
House US/Ballantine)

Soon Brian is in a fight to rescue his marriage, and Marnie is
scrabbling to keep her dreams alive. With so much at stake, the
last thing Marnie needs is to fall for Brian and
Suzanne’s son . . .
MINNIE DARKE is the author of Star Crossed, which sold in 30 territories. Her second novel
The Lost Love Song, was published in 2019. She lives in Tasmania with her husband and family.

FICTION
=

My Heart
is a Little
Wild Thing
Nigel
Featherstone

‘Epic in its intimacy... It’s a triumph of a book about the
timeless theme of how romance can be obstructed by a suffocating mother.’ Peter Polites, author of The Pillars
The day after I tried to kill my mother, I tossed some clothes,
a pair of hiking boots, a baseball cap and a few toiletries
into my backpack, and left at dawn.

PUB DATE: May 2022
PUBLISHER: Ultimo Press
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 288pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Patrick has always considered himself a good son. Willing to
live his life to please his parents, his sense of duty paramount
to his own desires and dreams.
As his mother’s health continues to deteriorate, he finds the
ties that bind him to his mother begin to chafe.
After an argument leads to a violent act he travels to the
country to reflect on what his life could be and through
a chance encounter with a rare animal and an intriguing
stranger starts to wonder if perhaps it is not too late
to let his heart run wild.

‘A brilliant and deeply evocative
novel that breaks your heart and
hints that, if you trust it enough,
it will lovingly piece it back
together. Powerful, tender, visceral
and sublime –a must-read piece
of Australian literature’ Holden
Sheppard, author of Invisible Boys

NIGEL FEATHERSTONE’s works include Joy, Remnants and The Beach Volcano.
His novel Bodies of Men was longlisted for the 2020 ARA Historical Novel Prize, Highly
Commended for the 2020 ACT Book of the Year, shortlisted in the 2019 Queensland
Literary Awards and received the Canberra Critics Circle Award.

FICTION
=

The Coast
Eleanor
Limprecht
The riveting new book from the author of the
much-loved historical novel The Passengers
Alice is only seven years old when she is sent to the feared
Coast Hospital Lazaret. She is not told why she is going, only
that she’s visiting her mother, who vanished when she
was two years old.
What Alice does not realise is that her mother was diagnosed
with leprosy, and that Alice is suspected of having the
same disease.

PUB DATE: May 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 336pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Set in Australia at the turn of the 20th century, The Coast
follows three generations institutionalised at The Coast
Lazaret with the disfiguring, dreaded disease of leprosy, and
the intergenerational trauma that follows.
Year of Wonders by Geraldine Brooks meets The Golden Age
by Joan London, The Coast is an evocatively written and
historically fascinating ,story of people finding the resilience
to live and love in spite of exile and the legacy of fear.

ELEANOR LIMPRECHT was born in Washington, DC and grew up in the United States, Germany
and Pakistan before moving to Australia in 2002. She is the author of The Passengers (Allen & Unwin,
2018), Long Bay (Sleepers Publishing, 2015) and What Was Left (Sleepers Publishing, 2013, shortlisted for
the ALS Gold Medal). Eleanor works as a lecturer in Creative Writing at UTS.

FICTION

A History
of Dreams
Jane
Rawson
A mischievous and timely story in which four young
women turn to witchcraft to undermine a fascist system
that wants them married, uneducated and at home.
In the 1930s in Adelaide, sisters Margaret and Esther and
their friend Phyllis are learning to be witches. Their guide
is Audrey Macquarie, a glamorous communist schoolmate
who was taught the art of changing dreams by her suffragette
great-aunt. This subtle magic, known only to spinsters, has
been passed from aunt to niece for generations. Now these
young women are using it to power their own small revolution,
undermining a system that wants to force them into marriuage
and virtual enslavement.
As Europe begins falling to fascism, the Semaphore Supper
Club finds they aren’t just fighting chauvenists in the system
but have taken on the new authoritarian government.
A History of Dreams explores female friendship, and the
importance of joy in a time of political darkness.

PUB DATE: July 2022
PUBLISHER: Booktopia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jane
Novak
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation

‘Deliciously deviant’
Australian Women’s Weekly
‘Explores feminist solidarity and
friendship in surprising and moving
ways. I loved it’ Hannah Kent

JANE RAWSON is an award-winning author who lives in Tasmania. Her first novel, A Wrong Turn
at the Office of Unmade Lists, won the Small Press Network’s Most Underrated Book Award
and her second, From the Wreck, won the Aurealis Award. She is also the author of a
non-fiction title, The Handbook, and a novella, Formaldehyde.

FICTION

The
Mother
Jane Caro

‘A timely, tense and important story that takes you to the
heart of a toxic relationship, fighting to get free.’
Michael Robotham
Miriam Duffy is a devoted mother and grandmother. She
was thrilled when her daughter Ally married her true love,
but as time goes by Miriam wonders whether all is well with
Ally, as she moves to the country and gradually withdraws.
Their relationship has always been fraught, and Miriam tries
to give her daughter the distance she so clearly wants.
But is all as it seems?
When the truth of her daughter’s situation is revealed,
Miriam watches in disbelief as Ally and her children find
themselves increasingly vulnerable and cut off from the
world. As the situation escalates and the law proves incapable
of protecting them, Miriam is faced with an unthinkable
decision. But she will do anything for the people she loves
most in the world.
Wouldn’t you?

PUB DATE: March 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta
Di Mase Management
PAGE EXTENT: 368pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: Film/TV
optioned by New Town
Films (Bryan Brown and
Rachel Ward)

over

30,000
copies
sold

JANE CARO AM is a Walkley Award-winning Australian columnist, author, broadcaster, documentary
maker, feminist and social commentator. Jane has published twelve books, including Just a Girl, Just
a Queen and Just Flesh & Blood, a young adult trilogy about the life of Elizabeth Tudor, and the
memoir Plain Speaking Jane. The Mother is her first novel for adults.

FICTION

Loveland
Robert Lukins

A stunning new literary novel about intergenerational
trauma, courage and love
Two women stand in the shallows, a man dead at their feet,
while around them buildings burn.
May has come to Loveland, Nebraska from Australia, to settle
her grandmother’s estate and escape the threats
of her controlling husband.
Young and newly married, Casey is fighting for control of her
own life of fear and confinement.

PUB DATE: March 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 344pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation
RIGHTS SOLD: Film/TV
(under option)

May becomes fixated on discovering the story of her
grandmother’s life and continues to return to the lake where
she experiences dreamlike visions.
On the edge of breakdown and roused by the discovery
of her grandmother’s courage, May will finally act,
with devastating consequences.
Exquisitely written and intricately fusing the real and the
imagined, Loveland is a powerful and moving exploration of
trauma, courage and love.

ROBERT LUKINS is a writer from Melbourne. His debut novel was The Everlasting Sunday
published in Australia by UQP and Italy by Neri Pozza.

FICTION

Cautionary
Tales for
Excitable Girls
Anne CaseyHardy
Excitable girls rush out to meet life;
what could go wrong?
Teenagers sneak out to the creed for a wild New Year’s Eve
party. A sleep-deprived woman who imagines she is pregnant
to a Viking face her scathing sixteen-year-old self. A woman
in love wakes up in a van Gogh painting.
Emerging fully-formed and singing songs of both innocence
and experience, Anne Casey Hardy is the rarest of new voices:
at the same time reckless and entirely in control; funny and
frightening; wise and full blooded.
A masterful debut about the terrifying thrills of innocence
from a voice of experience.

PUB DATE: September
2022
PUBLISHER: Simon &
Schuster
FORMAT: 210mm x 140mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 256pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘I find myself haunted by this
innocent, menacing, blackly
funny and fabulous book. The
writing hums with dangerous,
coiled energy in sly, ghostly
stories of girls and women
striking back, lying low, busting
out, triumphing even while
sinking. Casey-Hardy is a raw,
rare talent.’ Charlotte Wood

ANNE CASEY-HARDY won the 2018 Peter Carey Short Story Award, was shortlisted for the
2019 VU/Overland Short Story Prize and was awarded a 2021 Varuna Residential Fellowship.
Her short stories and poetry have been published in Meanjin Quarterly, Island Magazine,
Overland Journal, Westerly Magazine and several anthologies.

FICTION

Forty
Nights
Pirooz Jafari

Spanning continents and centuries, Forty Nights is
a tale of the ongoing effects of dispossession and
dislocation. It is the story of finding home,
wherever that might be.
Tishtar runs a small legal practice in Melbourne where he
has a new client, Habiba, who seeks to bring her orphan
nieces to Australia from war-torn Somalia. He is also a
migrant, having left the civil unrest in Iran to find a new
life in a new country.
As Tishtar becomes consumed with Habiba’s tales of wartorn Somalia, his own childhood memories return and he
reflects on the time he spent at his grandmother’s house
to escape the atrocitities that unravelled post the Islamic
Revolution. While at his grandmother’s house he comes
to know Gretel, another lost soul who has experienced a
community torn apart by division. Tishtar embarks on a
journey in search of peace – for Habiba,
for Gretel, for himself.

PUB DATE: July 2022
PUBLISHER: Ultimo Press,
FORMAT: 216mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left Bank
Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘This haunting, magical novel
spans centuries and continents,
weaving together themes of
migration, war, family, and the
endurance of love against all odds.
Captivating, heartbreaking, and
ultimately uplifting, Forty Nights is
a testament to the transformative
power of story, and Pirooz Jafari
is an extraordinary storyteller.’
Emily Bitto, author of The
Strays and Wild Abandon

PIROOZ JAFARI migrated to Australia more than two decades ago as an ambitious photographer.
His experience of witnessing violations of human rights throughout his early life in Iran ignited a passion
in him to pursue legal studies and Pirooz graduated as a lawyer in 2003. Pirooz has since worked in
various community-based organisations and statutory bodies. Forty Nights is his first novel.

FICTION
=

Jesustown
Paul Daley

A gripping multi-generational saga about Australian
frontier violence and cultural theft, and the myths that
stand between us and history’s unpalatable truths.
Historian Patrick Renmark flees London in disgrace after
the accidental death of his infant son. He reluctantly takes
a commission to write the biography of his legendary
pioneering adventurer-anthropologist grandfather.
travels to Jesustown, the former mission town in remote
Australia where his grandfather infamously brokered
‘peace’ between the Indigenous custodians of the area and
the white constabulary. He hasn’t been back there since
he was a teenager when a terrible confrontation with his
grandfather made him vow never to return.
Unable to lay his own son to rest, Patrick must re-examine
the legacy of his renowned grandfather and face the
repercussions of his actions on subsequent generations.
Will what he finds bring him redemption or add to
the vault of family secrets and terrible guilt he keeps
uncovering?

PUB DATE: July 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary
(Gaby Naher)
PAGE EXTENT: 376pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘At long last, here is a novel that looks
Australia’s brutal, murky frontier-one
that left generations traumatisedstraight in the eye.’ Mark McKenna,
author of Return to Uluru
‘Asks challenging-and importantquestions about the stories families
tell themselves, and about the myths,
lies and half-truths that form the core
of Australia’s “official history”.’ Nigel
Featherstone, author of My Heart is a
Little Wild Thing

PAUL DALEY is a two-time Walkley award-winning columnist for Guardian Australia who regularly
writes on Indigenous affairs. He is also a short story writer, essayist and playwright. His non-fiction books
have been shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s History Prize, the Manning Clark House Awards,
the Nib and the ACT Book of the Year.

FICTION

The Cane
Maryrose
Cuskelly

Nail-biting, atmospheric, and unputdownable, the brilliant new thriller for fans of Wimmera and The Dry.
One missing girl.
No suspects.
A town about to ignite.
Quala, a North Queensland sugar town, the 1970s.
Barbara McClymont walks the cane fields searching for Janet,
her sixteen-year-old daughter, who has been missing for
weeks. The people of Quala are divided by dread and distrust.
But the sugar crush is underway and the cane must be burned.
Meanwhile, children dream of a malevolent presence, a
schoolteacher yearns to escape, and history keeps returning to
remind Quala that the past is always present.
As the smoke rises and tensions come to a head, the dark
heart of Quala will be revealed, affecting the lives of all those
who dwell beyond the cane.

PUB DATE: February 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen and
Unwin
FORMAT: 34mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT:Left Bank
Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 336pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘A stunning piece of
Australian rural noir.’ Mark
Brandi, bestselling author
of Wimmera and The Rip

The Cane is an evocative and atmospheric thriller, and
announces an exciting new voice in Australian crime writing.
MARYROSE CUSKELLY’s book Wedderburn: A true tale of blood and dust (Allen & Unwin, 2018) was longlisted for
Best Debut and Best True Crime in the 2019 Davitt Awards. She is also the author of The End of Charity
(with Nic Frances, Allen & Unwin, 2008), which was the winner of the Iremonger Award.

FICTION
=

Burnt Out
Victoria
Brookman
A comedic commercial women’s novel about
tragedies – both big and small
Calida Lyons is having a very bad week. She’s long past
deadline for her still unwritten second novel; her husband
has just left her; and her Blue Mountains community is being
threatened by multiple bushfires.
Just as she hits rock bottom, she’s forced to shelter with
neighbours while a fire incinerates everything she owns.

PUB DATE: January 2022
PUBLISHER:
HarperCollins Australia,
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 352pp
RIGHTS HELD:WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

Devastated and emotional in front of news cameras, Cali
delivers a blistering, unfiltered rebuke to the nation’s rich to do
something. Her rant goes viral, and she quickly becomes the
latest celebrity face of the climate movement.
Soon she’s offered a harbourside refuge by handsome tech
billionaire Arlo Richard, her publisher is delighted with the
new novel she’s writing, and she’s the darling of high society.
But it’s all built on lies and Arlo’s not all he seems, and Cali’s
pretty sure that the precarious house of cards she’s built
is about to come tumbling down.

VICTORIA BROOKMAN lives in the Blue Mountains with her family and started writing Burnt Out
when sheltering from a raging bushfire just before Christmas. In her ‘former life’ she
was a prominent activist and political figure.

FICTION

Power Plays
& Straight A’s
(CU Hockey #1)

Eden Finley and
Saxon James
Bestselling indie authors, Eden Finley and Saxon James,
team up to bring you a hockey series set in Vermont.
Fun, tropey, low-angst and the perfect reading escape!

PUB DATE: June 2020,
October 2020, February
2021, June 2021,
September 2021

Foster: ‘Look out for Zach and don’t hit on him.’

PUBLISHER:
Independently Published

My brother’s request sounds easy enough. Keep an eye out for
his best friend on campus and keep my hands to myself.
Easy.
Even if Zach is a quintessential nerd,
who I’ve always thought was cute.

FORMAT: Digital
PAGE EXTENT: 282pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation
(excl Germany and France)
RIGHTS SOLD: Germany
(Second Chances Verlag)

There’s only one stick I should be focused on this year,
and that’s my hockey stick. My goal once I graduate
is to get an NHL contract.
Only, keeping to the rules is harder than I thought it would be.
Zach: People confuse me.
And no one more than Foster Grant.
I can never anticipate his next move. And whenever we’re
together, my next move is a total mystery as well.
I’m still carrying my V-card. And I think it’s time to turn it in.
EDEN FINLEY is an Amazon bestselling author who writes steamy contemporary
romances that are full of snark and light-hearted fluff.
SAXON JAMES is the author of over twenty bestselling contemporary romance titles.

Backlist
Highlights

FICTION
=

Unsheltered
Clare Moleta

Relentlessly propulsive and profoundly moving,
Unsheltered taps into some of our worst fears and most
implacable motivations, marking the emergence of a
powerful literary voice.
Against a background of social breakdown and
destructive weather, Unsheltered tells the story of a
woman’s search for her daughter.
As Li crosses the great barren country alone and on foot,
living on what she can find and fuelled by visions of
her daughter just out of sight ahead, she will have every
instinct tested. he greatest obstacles of all might be her
own uncertainty and the ghosts of her past. Because even
if she finds her, how can she hope to shield Matti from
what is to come?
At times tender, at times terrifying, Unsheltered is an
engrossing, unpredictable novel that keeps the reader
in suspense all the way to the end. A brilliant feat of
imagination, Unsheltered will affect you in ways a book
hasn’t done in years.

PUB DATE: May 2021
PUBLISHER: Simon &
Schuster Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Jenny
Darling & Associates
PAGE EXTENT: 320pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation
‘Outstanding. One of those novels
that takes you by the scruff of your
neck and drops you straight in
… You will grip this thread until
your palms bleed.’ Australian Book
Review
‘Unsheltered reads like a thriller,
is utterly convincing in all its
invention, and kept a hard hold
of me from beginning to end.’
Elizabeth Knox

CLARE MOLETA was raised on Whadjuk Noongar Country in Western Australia. Her fiction has
been published in literary journals and she has won awards for her travel writing. She has a Writing
Diploma from RMIT University and an MA in Creative Writing from Te Herenga Waka | Victoria
University of Wellington. Unsheltered is her first novel.

FICTION
=

Treasure
& Dirt
Chris Hammer
A superb thriller from the acclaimed, award-winning author
of the international bestsellers Scrublands, Silver and Trust..
Published in the UK with the title Opal Country.
Opals…

In the desolate outback town of Finnigans Gap, police struggle to

maintain law and order. Thieves pillage opal mines, religious fanatics
recruit vulnerable youngsters and billionaires do as they please.
Bodies…

Then an opal miner is found crucified and left to rot down his mine.
Nothing about the miner’s death is straight-forward. Homicide
detective Ivan Lucic is sent to investigate, assisted by young

PUB DATE: September
2021
PUBLISHER: Allen and
Unwin
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
PAGE EXTENT: 512pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
UK and ANZ), Translation,
Film/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: United
Kingdom (Headline/Wildfire)

investigator Nell Buchanan.

But Finnigans Gap has already ended one police career and damaged
others, and soon both officers face damning allegations and internal
investigations.
Secrets…

As time runs out, their only chance at redemption is to find the killer.

But the more they uncover, the more harrowing the mystery becomes,
and a past long forgotten is thrown into scorching sunlight.
Because in Finnigans Gap, nothing stays buried for ever
CHRIS HAMMER is a leading Australian author of crime fiction. His first book, Scrublands, was an
instant bestseller when it was published in 2018. It won the prestigious UK Crime Writers Association
John Creasy Award for a debut crime novel in 2019 and was shortlisted for various awards in
Australia and the United States.

FICTION
=

Family
Matters
Ellie O’Neill

Funny, poignant, real and engaging, Family Matters is
a captivating story of three generations of women, each
facing their troubles to find the power of family.

PUB DATE: May 2022

For the first time in her seventy-nine years, Evie McCarthy
is plagued by the smell of roses. Death is coming for her.
Clear as day. She’s lucky she has the gift of second sight. It’s
served her well as Ballyhay’s matchmaker, and now she’s being
forewarned. She just wants enough time to help her daughter
and granddaughters realise the important things in life.

Di Mase Management
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Her big-hearted granddaughter Rosie is in love again.
That one, she falls in love too quickly.
Rosie’s married sister Molly is sleep deprived, exhausted
and wondering what happened to her life.
Rosie and Molly’s mum, Yvonne, is hiding her own
devastating secret.
Between the jigs and the reels, they pull one another up and
over and come to understand that sometimes life doesn’t play
out how you hoped it would. But it can still be a good life.

ELLIE O’NEILL is an Irish Australian bestselling author. She writes commercial fiction
and is the author of four books. Her new novel, Family Matters published with
Allen and Unwin will be released in June 2022.

FICTION

Small Joys
of Real Life
Ailee Richards

Sally Rooney meets Helen Garner in this poignant and
unpredictable debut that was shortlisted for both The
Richell Prize for Emerging Writers and the Victorian
Premier’s Award for an Unpublished Manuscript .
The night Eva shared a smile with Pat, something started. Two weeks
later, lying together in her bed, Pat said, ‘You can’t live your life saying
you’ll get around to doing something you know will make
you happy. You just have to do it.’
Eva didn’t know how devastating those words would turn out to be. Pat
dies and the aftershock leaves Eva on unsteady ground. She is pregnant.
And she has to make a choice. Suddenly, the world that she at times
already questioned, her career, her roommates and friends, and life in
the inner city are all even harder to navigate. Her best friends, Sarah
and Annie, are also dealing with the shifts and changes of their late
twenties, and each of them will at times let the others down.
Small Joys of Real Life is a poignant and unpredictable novel from an
exciting new literary talent about how the life you have can change in
an instant. It’s about friendship, desire, loss and growing up to accept
that all you can do is be in the moment and look to find
the joys in between.

PUB DATE: July 2021
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‘It’s the little bursts of good
in what could be described as
a modern millennial tragedy
that makes Allee Richards’
debut novel the poignant
work that it is’ The Guardian
‘an exploration and, in many
ways, celebration of the untidy
years of young adult lives, and
all the tragic and surprising
loss, love and wonder that
entails’ The Age

ALLEE RICHARDS’ short fiction has been published widely in Australian literary magazines and
anthologies, including Small Joys of Real Life is her first novel. It was shortlisted for the 2019 Richell
Prize for Emerging Writers and the 2020 Victorian Premier’s Literary Award for an Unpublished
Manuscript. She lives in Melbourne and works as a theatre lighting technician.

NON-FICTION

The Silent
Listener
Lyn Yeowart
Set in rural Australia The Silent Listener grips you from
its opening sentence to its unforgettable ending.
Rights sold in three territories

PUB DATE: February 2021

A missing 9-year-old girl... An old man murdered when he
had only days to live... An ‘accident’ from long ago that no
one talks about.

PRIMARY AGENT: Jacinta
di Mase Management

Joy Henderson’s family is drowning in fear, secrets and lies.
Even as a child, she’s aware of her father’s two sides: muchloved pillar of the community in public, diabolical monster
behind closed doors.
Twenty years later, when Joy returns to the family’s remote
farm to care for him on his deathbed, she decides it’s time
that everyone knows the truth...
With her sister Ruth whispering dark words of revenge,
Joy sets about making sure that her father pays
dearly for his past.
But the best laid plans never unfold quite the way
you expect them to…

PUBLISHER: Penguin
Random House Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm

PAGE EXTENT: 480pp
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘A book that should be atop of
everyone’s reading list. The prose
is spectacular, and the characters
so richly imagined. This is a
novel about inherited violence
and redemption packaged as a
cracking psychological thriller.’
J. P. Pomare, author of
Call Me Evie

LYN YEOWART is a professional writer and editor with more than 25 years of experience in
writing and editing everything from captions for artworks to speeches for executives. Her debut novel,
The Silent Listener, is loosely based on events from her childhood growing up in rural Victoria.

FICTION

Happy
Hour
Jacquie Byron
A powerful story about one woman, two dogs and the family
next door, a hilarious and uplifting insight into love, loss and
friendship. Think Elizabeth Strout meets Marian Keyes!
Gin in one hand, paintbrush in the other,
Franny Calderwood has turned her back on the world.
Having lost her husband, Frank, she lives a life of decadent
seclusion with her two dogs, Whisky and Soda and a stuffed cat.
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Then the Salernos move in next door and Franny finds herself
drawn into the chaos of their lives in eccentric, hilarious and
sometimes misguided ways. These friendships bring her to life,
artistic Josh reminding her of her of the beauty of life, and
passionate Dee re-inspiring the enjoyment of glamour and
excitement that Franny used to share with Frank.
But, when an accident forces Franny to confront the pain
beneath her wisecracks and culinary experiments, she comes to
realise that the loss of Frank does not have to mean
she also needs to lose herself.

JACQUIE BYRON grew up with wishing-chairs and Trixie Belden. Her love of reading
morphed into a love of writing, leading her to study journalism while waitressing her way
around various bars and tables in Melbourne and, for a short stint, the UK. Today she
writes for business and for pleasure. Happy Hour is her first novel.

NON-FICTION

When
Things are
Alive they
Hum

Hannah Bent
Intensely moving, exquisitely written and literally
humming with wonder, a story that celebrates life
in all its guises, and what comes after.
Marlowe and Harper share a bond deeper than most sisters.
For Harper, living with what she calls Up syndrome, Marlowe
and she are connected by an invisible thread. For Marlowe,
they are bound by her fierce determination to keep Harper,
born with a congenital heart disorder, alive.
Now 25, Marlowe is pursuing her studies secure in the
knowledge Harper’s happiness is complete, having found love
with boyfriend, Louis. When she receives the devastating call
that Harper’s is being denied a heart transplant by the medical
establishment. Marlowe rushes to her childhood home in Hong
Kong to be by Harper’s side and soon has to answer the question
– what lengths would you go to save your sister?
When Things Are Alive They Hum poses profound questions
about how we confront the hand fate has dealt us.

PUB DATE: July 2021
PUBLISHER: Ultimo Press
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
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PAGE EXTENT: 384pp
RIGHTS HELD: Translation,
Film/TV

Shortlisted Indie Book Awards
for Debut Fiction
Shortlisted ABIA General
Fiction Award
Shortlisted ABIA Matt Richell
New Writer Award
Shortlisted MUD Literary Prize

Born and raised in Hong Kong, HANNAH BENT completed her Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art and
Film from Central Saint Martins School of Art and Design in London. She undertook further study
in both directing and screenwriting at the Australian Film Television and Radio School and has a
Masters in Creative Writing from the University of Technology, Sydney.

FICTION

Love
Objects
Emily Maguire

A stunning novel of great compassion and insight, from the
author of the Stella Prize shortlisted An Isolated Incident
Nic is a forty three year old trivia buff, amateur nail artist and
fairy godmother to the neighbourhood’s stray cats. She’s also the
owner of a decade’s worth of daily newspapers, enough clothes
and shoes to fill Big W three times over and a pen collection
which, if laid end to end, would probably circle her house twice.
The person she’s closest to in the world is her beloved niece
Lena, who she meets for lunch every Sunday. One day Nic fails
to show up. When Lena travels to her aunt’s house to see if
Nic’s all right, she gets the shock of her life, and sets in train a
series of events that will prove cataclysmic for them both.
By the acclaimed author of An Isolated Incident, Love Objects is
a clear eyed, heart wrenching and deeply compassionate novel
about love and family, betrayal and forgiveness, and the things
we do to fill our empty spaces.
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‘Fierce, insightful and deeply
moving, Love Objects offers
readers a gritty and honest look
at contemporary Australia,
examining issues of class, and
privacy particularly in the
digital space. It’s a brilliant and
big hearted novel from Emily
Maguire and is one of my
favourite reads so far this year.’
Better Reading

EMILY MAGUIRE is the author of six novels, including the Stella Prize and Miles Franklin
Award shortlisted An Isolated Incident, and three non fiction books. Her articles and essays have been
published in The Sydney Morning Heral, The Australian, The Observer and The Age . Emily works as a
teacher and as a mentor to young and emerging writers.

FICTION

A Solitary
Walk on the

Moon

Hilde Hinton
With a joyous touch, this extraordinary novel provides
insight into the people we pass on the street. In
detailing their rich lives, Hilde Hinton breaks then
mends our hearts with her wisdom, insight and
unforgettable characters.

PUB DATE: March 2020

For Evelyn, mornings pass as mornings always do. She ticks off
the jobs at the laundromat and gives welcoming smiles to those
who come in. If they’ve earned one.

PAGE EXTENT: 304pp

Evelyn pays attention and knows what is going on in her
community. She sees the weariness of frazzled shop owners, the
woman with the nasty boyfriend, the nice man with the curlytopped dog, the car parking war and the forgetful man.

‘One of those rare and lovely
books that instantly transports
you into its pages, where what
seems a deceptively simple
premise for a story unfurls into a
rich and complex tapestry filled
with life and emotion’ Readings

For a boy with a struggling mum, and a lonely man with a smile
in his eyes, Evelyn is going to make a difference, whether they
like it or not. She will teach them that you don’t have to be
blood to be family. And they will remind her of
what comes from loving someone.

PUBLISHER: Hachette
Australia
FORMAT: 234mm x 153mm
PRIMARY AGENT: Left
Bank Literary (Grace Heifetz)
RIGHTS HELD: WEL (excl
ANZ), Translation, Film/TV

‘For fans of Eleanor Oliphant
is Completely Fine and Olive
Kitteridge, Hilde Hinton’s A
Solitary Walk on the Moon brings
rich insight into the everyday’
Harper’s Bazaar

HILDE HINTON’s critically acclaimed debut novel, The Loudness of Unsaid Things, made a number of
bestseller lists. Hilde lives in a boisterous house in Melbourne with a revolving door for the temporarily
defeated and takes great pride in people leaving slightly better than when they arrived.

NON-FICTION

Heartland
Jennifer
Pinkerton
A bold and intimate look at the sex lives
of Australian millennials
Meet Alex, a 25-year-old student who streams porn for five
hours each day.
Shanthan, a 32-year-old political adviser who craves the perfect
partner and refuses to wear condoms.

PUB DATE:March 2022
PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
FORMAT: TBC
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And Harriet, a 22-year-old designer who awaits a Disney-style
marriage while arranging hook-ups on the side.
Heartland guides readers through the intimate world of love,
dating, and sex among Australian millennials.
Based on interviews with more than 70 young people under
40 – from transgender Sista Girls in the Tiwi Islands, to
conservative Catholics living in Sydney – this book explores the
hopes, fears, and realities of romantic relationships in an era rife
with technology, great expectations, and a whole lot less rules.

JENNIFER PINKERTON is a Canberra-based journalist, producer, and academic.
As a freelance journalist she has written for The Guardian (UK), The Telegraph (UK), National
Geographic (USA), Qantas Magazine, Voyeur Magazine, Marie Claire, Women’s Health and
many other health, lifestyle, and travel publications.

NON-FICTION

The Mother
Wound
Amani Haydar
‘A magnificent and devastating work of art. There is a
raging anger here, and a deep sorrow, but at the core
Haydar gives us truths about love. This is one of the most
important books I’ve ever read.’ Bri Lee
Amani Haydar suffered the unimaginable when she
lost her mother in a brutal act of domestic
violence perpetrated by her father.
After her mother’s death, Amani began reassessing everything
she knew of her parents’ relationship. A lawyer by profession,
she also saw the holes in the justice system for addressing and
combating emotional abuse and coercive control.
Amani also had to reckon with the weight of familial and
cultural context. Her parents were brought together in an
arranged marriage, her mother thirteen years her father’s junior.
Writing with grace and beauty, Amani has drawn from this a
story of female resilience and the role of motherhood in the
home and in the world. In The Mother Wound, she uses her
own strength to help other survivors find their voices.
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Winner for National Biography Award 2022.
Winner for Matt Richell Award for New
Writer of the Year 2022.

Winner for Sydney Music, Arts & Culture
(SMAC) Awards 2022.
Winner for Victorian Premier’s Literary
Award for Non-fiction 2022.

Shortlisted for Queensland Literary Awards
Non-fiction Book Award 2022.

Shortlisted for Ned Kelly Award for Best True
Crime 2022.

Shortlisted for NSW Premier’s Literary Awards
the Multicultural NSW Award 2022

Shortlisted for NSW Premier’s Literary Awards
the Douglas Stewart Prize for Non-fiction 2022.

Shortlisted for ABIA Biography of the Year 2022.
Longlisted for Walkley Book Award 2022.

AMANI HAYDAR is an artist, lawyer and advocate for women’s health and safety. Amani’s writing
and illustrations have been published in ABC News Online and SBS Life and her self-portrait Insert
Headline Here was a finalist in the 2018 Archibald Prize. Amani uses visual art and writing to explore
the personal and political dimensions of abuse, loss, identity and resilience.
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